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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • FEBRUARY 2015
Happy New Year! I hope that your Christmas or Hanukkah season provided happy times to add
to other cherished memories.
Minutes before I sat down to write this greeting I learned that Peter Jenner, UK Dispersals editor,
is in hospital recovering from a chest infection. Trisha Williams (Australian MBA Secretary),
advised me after she heard from Peter’s son.
I know I can speak for all of us in wishing Peter and quick and complete recovery.
The article on ‘Sneezy’ (FW218) in this issue was exciting for me; prompted by questions from
Ray Rogerson’s son Geoff, we discover that Sneezy quietly assumed a much higher profile than
most of us thought. Thanks, Geoff, for focussing my attention on Sneezy and on André
DeLimilette (Observer • 98), one of the ‘Belgian Mitchell Boys’.
We shine a light on Max Henning (P • 226) and his French Legion of Honour award this issue. If
you have received that award, please let us know; we’d like to celebrate with you.
Because Peter is unavailable, we have recycled a couple of his articles from the last issue
(November) that our postal systems delivered too late to be included in the Canadian issue. I’ve
given them a bit of an additional twist and additional info so those readers in UK/Euro/Oz won’t
feel too much déjà vu.
I have an article on ‘LMF’ underway and hope to include it in the May issue. LMF is a term our
veteran members will understand; for those not familiar, it stands for ‘Lack of Moral Fibre’; a
classification used to shame aircrew to go on flying even though completely burned out. RAF
attitudes softened late in the war, but those affected could never forget.
My volunteer work at the Canadian Warplane Heritage has
resulted in my inclusion as a groundcrew member on our
Avro Lancaster; the same aircraft that toured the UK during
the Summer of 2014. I was invited into the crew about a year
and a half ago; I enjoy the work, the crew, the aircraft and the
chance to fly in her. Part of me asks “How could a 2nd TAF
man go to Bomber Command?” But the other parts
understand; I feel quite flattered, privileged.
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LAST POST
JOHN GALE • WIRELESS OP/AIR GUNNER • 98 SQUADRON
John Gale RAFVR died 26 December 2014 in Kingston Upon Hull, East Yorkshire.
John was the last surviving member of the first crew of B-25 Mitchell ‘Grumpy’; that 22 Jan 43
operation, a raid on Ghent and Terneuzen, was also 98 Squadron’s first operation of WWII.

John with letter of congratulations from
th
The Queen on his 100 birthday.

John and crewmates P/O Gordon Calder (Pilot) RCAF; P/O
Ian Tweddell (Observer) RCAF; and Sgt Frank Gower (Air
Gunner) RAFVR were later shot down during a 13 May 43
bombing operation on the Marshalling Yards at Boulogne.
Frank Gower was killed in the aircraft; the others bailed out
but Calder’s parachute was aflame and he did not survive.
Their Mitchell, FL197, crashed into the sea near Hardelot,
France. Ian Tweddell and John became Prisoners of War;
both survived to return home.

John’s experiences as a POW, presented in the November
2012 Dispersals issue, were harrowing; and at the age of 100 years he recalled those years of
internment with astonishing clarity. John returned home to Hull after liberation and raised a
family with his wife Joan, who predeceased him in 1967; he did not remarry.
Photo by Rob Stebbing (Hull Daily Mail)

John is survived by sons David (Linda), Roger (Lynne) and Stephen, seven grandchildren and
eight great-grandchildren.

DOUG SIMPSON • AIR GUNNER • 98 SQUADRON
John Douglas Simpson of Norham, Northumberland died
peacefully at Borders General Hospital 26
December 2014. He was 90 years of age.
After Air Gunner training in the Royal Air
Force, Doug was posted to 98 Squadron at
Melsbroek, Belgium; he was crewed with P/O
Ray Rogerson (P), F/S Murray True (O), and
Sgt J. Nichol (WAG). They flew their first
operation on 15 Dec 44, an attack on the
railway bridge at Zwolle. Doug served with 98 Squadron
through the end of the war with Germany and was part of
the final Squadron operation, a 02 May 45 raid on the rail
centre at Itschen, flown from their base at Achmer,
Germany.
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Doug & Erna at their home in Norham. At left
is Geoff Rogerson, son of Pilot Ray Rogerson.
Geoff Rogerson photo

With the end of hostilities, Doug returned home to England and married Erna; together they
raised 3 sons in the lovely northern village of Norham, with its attendant overlooking castle ruin
and humpback river bridge, on the river Tweed (also the Scotland/England border). He continued
a business started by his Father: cabinet-making and river-fishing boat building & repair; it’s still
in the family, being run by Doug’s sons.
Doug is survived by his loving wife Erna, and sons Thomas, Ian and Robert with their respective
families.

FRED GUEST • PILOT • 180 SQUADRON
Frederick Thompson GUEST passed away in Edmonton, Alberta on 27 December 2014
after a very active life.
Fred joined the RCAF in 1942 and after training as a Pilot, was posted to
180 Squadron RAF 04 Aug 1944. He completed his tour with 50 operations
on B-25 Mitchells and was still on his Melsbroek, Belgium base when the
Luftwaffe launched their ill-fated 01 January 45 ‘Bodenplatte’ raid.
He returned to Edmonton in
February and by March was at
No. 5 Operational Training Unit
in Boundary Bay, BC instructing on Mitchells
There were 80 B-25s during Fred’s posting to
Boundary Bay; one was KL161, now known as
‘Grumpy’, with the Historic Flight Foundation at
Paine Field in Everett, Washington. Fred’s log
book shows that he flew that B-25 on three
occasions. He was reunited with it when, during
its 2008 ferry flight from Duxford to Everett, it
made an overnight stay in Edmonton.

Fred & 180 Sqn crew: (l-r) F.K. ‘Mitch’ Mitchell; Fred;
A.K. ‘Art’ Briggs-Jude; G.D. ‘Mac’ MacDonald. 11 Dec 44.
photo: Fred Guest

In April 1951 Fred joined 418 (City of Edmonton) Squadron; he was a Colonel,
commanding the Squadron when he left the reserves in 1969. He had 1,500 hours on
Mitchells, in a total airtime experience of 3,500 hours.
He held positions with an Edmonton auto parts distributor, was an avid gardener, cyclist
and downhill skier. Fred is survived by his loving wife Aileen (Stanton), daughter Laurie
(Reynolds) and Margot (Henderson), three grandchildren and his brother Nipper.

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
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SNEEZY OF THE CENTURY
David Poissant

Geoff Rogerson, of Western Australia and son of Ray Rogerson RAAF (Pilot • 98 Squadron),
asked for help in finding information on his Dad’s Observer, André de Limelette. Ray had great
admiration for André, saying that in addition to being oldest of the crew and a
natural leader “he was quite capable of flying a Mitchell straight and level...and
used to practice setting up for landings” when they flew non-operationally. “He
loved to drop bombs and did not like returning without having done some
damage.”
Ray thought that André had trained in Canada, which was confirmed by
André’s son Didier when Geoff contacted him in Belgium. But Didier had little
knowledge of his Dad’s service; André had died in 1953.
98 Squadron Operations Books (ORBs) showed that Ray flew his first op from
André de Limelette
André Bar photo
Melsbroek on 15 Dec 44; the crew was P/O Ray Rogerson, Sgt C. Murray True,
F/S J. Nichol, and Sgt J. Doug Simpson. On a 25 Dec 44 raid on a road junction, True (Observer)
was injured in the back by flak and died before they could reach base. The next time Ray flew
was 21 Jan 45 and F/O André de Limelette was observer.

Left photo: Sgt Doug Simpson (left) and Sgt Murray True at #13 OTU Finmere, Buckinghamshire. Ray Rogerson photo.
Right photo (l-r): P/O Ray Rogerson, F/O André de Limelette, F/S Doug Simpson, F/L L. Bell. Ray Rogerson photo

Through dealings with Yves Duwelz at the Brussels Air Museum, I had met (online) André Bar
who has painstakingly built the collection he refers to as ‘The Belgian Mitchell Boys’, a record
of Belgians in the 2nd Tactical Air Force. When asked about de Limelette, he forwarded
documentation dating back to de Limelette’s 1935 enlistment, a POW after the German invasion,
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repatriation to occupied Belgium, escape to Spain and internment at Camp Miranda there, freed
in 1941 and made it to England 04 Jan 42.
de Limelette had indeed trained in Canada; after No. 17 Initial Training Wing in Britain, he
entered EFTS in Prince Albert Saskatchewan. At No. 34 SFTS, André learned he was not to be a
pilot; undeterred, he re-entered the CATP system, graduated as an Observer and was posted to
320 Squadron in Sep 44; he was transferred to 98 Squadron at Melsbroek Jan 45.
Shortly after I shared that documentation with Roger and Didier, Roger contacted me again on a
related matter. His Dad Ray and crewmate Doug Simpson had crewed ‘Sneezy’ several times
and believed that she had made more than
100 ops; could I find out for them?
It seems Sneezy’s achievements may
have been overlooked as she operated in
the considerable shadow of Grumpy’s
record 125 ops. Sneezy, RAF serial
FW218 (I have yet to unearth her USAAF
serial) started 98 Squadron operational
life at Dunsfold as ‘VO-O’ 12 Apr 44 in
an attack on the railway marshalling
yards at Charleroi, south of Brussels; the
crew was P/O Harris, Sgt Harnden, F/S
A convincing photo; although they did not crew ‘Sneezy’, these
Glasser and Sgt Williams. After 4
mates posed with her at Melsbroek (l-r): Harry Leeks, Tom, Harry
Merrick, & Paddy. Note the 92 operations marks. Can anyone tell
operations she disappeared from the ORB
me who are ‘Tom’ & ‘Paddy’?
Harry Merrick photo
for most of May, June and July, returning
to the roster on 30 Jul 44 as ‘VO-H’ in an attack on a POL (Petrol, Oil, Lubrication) dump at
Chateau de Tertu, crewed by F/L Joe Knowlton, F/O Lionel ‘Hank’ Hastings, W/O Perry Purvis
and P/O Earl ‘Eppy’ Eppstadt. After 47
operations she was again off the record for 6
weeks during November and December.
Sneezy again returned to the roster, this time as
‘VO-F’ on 01 Jan 45 attacking a Road Centre at
Dasburg with S/L H.R. Leven, Sgt G.B. Grice,
F/L M.J. Nolan, W/O F. Brooker and F/S H.A.
Roby as crew. This was the op during which the
Luftwaffe launched their New Year’s Day
‘Bodenplatte’ raid on 8 RAF airfields; thanks to
the damage wrought on Melsbroek, Sneezy and
friends landed at Epinoy, returning home to B.58
Melsbroek a few hours later.
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l-r: F/L Joe Knowlton, W/O Perry Purvis, P/O Earl
Eppstadt & F/O Hank Hastings.
Hank Hastings photo

Sneezy appeared on the Battle Order 70 times as VO-F; her last op was 20 May 45 against the
rail centre at Itschen. Her crew was F/O Pierre A. Hutereau, F/O Charlie R. Plewman, P/O Ernest
E.H. Loop, Sgt Felix H.C. Curtis (all Belgians,
except for Canadian Charlie Plewman). This
was also the last operation of the war against
Germany carried out by 98 Squadron. It was
while she was identified as VO-F that Ray
Rogerson piloted Sneezy on 10 operations. His
crewmates were F/O André de Limelette, F/L
J.L. Bell, and Sgt Doug Simpson.
Sneezy completed 113 operations of a total 121
starts, according to 98 Squadron ORBs; her 8
DNCOs (Did Not Complete Operation) were
due to 1 burst tire and 7 equipment/technical
problems. She completed the war intact and
was struck off charge 05 Jun 47.

Sneezy’s last operational crew (l-r):Guy Hanze (N) was
replaced by Charlie Plewman; Pierre Hutereau DFC (P); Felix
Curtis (WAG); Ernest Loop (AG).
André Bar photo

As yet, we don’t know the reason for her 2 lengthy absences from the ORB; perhaps she was
flying with other units; if so, her operations tally could be even higher than the already
impressive 113 we’ve discovered. I’ve requested Sneezy’s ‘Aircraft Movement Card’ from the
RAF Museum and am hoping that will fill in our blanks.
How did ‘Sneezy’ get her name? Ray Rogerson relates that, long before his
time on Squadron, a high-ranking officer came up with the idea of naming his
plane ‘Snow White’ and others could be named for dwarfs. An archived letter
from Bill Fee DFC, posted to 98 Squadron at Foulsham 14 Sep 42, noted that
Snow White was Mitchell FL683 (41-12764). The ORB shows her debut as 22
Jan 43, the first op of the war for 98; for Grumpy as well. Crewing Snow White
that first op were S/L R.D. Pitcairn, F/S M. Thompson, F/S M.T. Watton, Sgt
K.J. Cudlipp and F/S F.B. Dixon. S/L Pitcairn would captain Snow White for
the majority of her 34 operations (including ‘Exercise Spartan’), lending
credence to Ray Rogerson’s suggested naming origin. She was shot down by
FW190s over Hesdin on 21 Sep 43; her crew that day: F/O A.G.G. Atkins, P/O
S.A.R. Tanner, F/S A.R. Breakspear and Sgt S.H. Larsen were all KIA.

F/O A.G.G. Atkins
Mrs T. Johnson photo

Snow White and Grumpy were likely named between January and September of ’43; our subject
Sneezy, came on Squadron in April of ’44, some 8 months after Snow White was shot
down...was there another, earlier Mitchell known as Sneezy, or was she just late to be named? In
either case, Sneezy (FW218) has an impressive service record; 113 operations through flak-filled
European skies is nothing to be ‘sneezed’ at!
•••
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A MEDAL AT AGE 90
Laura Booth • Grande Prairie Daily Herald-Tribune (edited)

In late October 2014 Max Henning was given quite a surprise when he received a letter from the
Ambassador of France to Canada, Philippe Zeller.
By an order of the President of the Republic of France, Henning
was awarded the rank of Knight of the French National Order of
the Legion of Honour in recognition of his efforts in the war,
which succeeded in liberating France.
Max Henning, a 90-year-old veteran who served as a pilot in the
Second World War, laughs a little when he talks about the good
luck charm he carried with him on every flight. When he enlisted
at age 18 he was given a rabbit’s foot by his friend’s mother; “I
put it in my pocket, that’s why I’m here today,” he said with a
chuckle. Henning still has the foot, it’s framed and hanging in his room at Wild Rose Manor,
along with a cross-stitched picture his wife made for him of the aircraft he flew from 1943–44.
In 1943, Henning earned his wings after completing his pilot training in Canada with the Royal
Canadian Air Force. “I learned to fly all over Canada; Pennfield Ridge,
New Brunswick was my last post before leaving for England” he said.
Henning was assigned to work with the Royal Air Force as part of the
Second Tactical Air Force, a specialty unit that worked closely with the
army to bomb tactical targets. He flew with Wireless Operator/Air
Gunner, Jack [Matthews] from Calgary; Air Gunner Moe [Swartz] from
Toronto; and Navigator Dave [Peterkin] from Winnipeg. Henning’s 226
Squadron crew would stick together until the war’s end. It’s no
coincidence his room in Wild Rose Manor is numbered 226.
He recalls a mission to Vitry, France where they bombed the airfield
there to prevent the Germans from using it. “We bombed it and then
later, when we moved in [after its capture from the Luftwaffe] we had to
fix up the runways so we could land on them.” Laughing he said, “We
were the ones that fixed them, the guys that dropped the bombs. They
gave us a truck and we loaded gravel by hand because there were no
machines, no extra gas, and we filled up the holes.”

Two Knights of the French
Legion of Honour: Dr. Ed Bass
(left) and Max Henning. Both
served with 226 Squadron.
Poissant photo

Looking back, Henning doesn’t hesitate to admit he had nerves each time he headed out on a trip
with his squadron. “I always used to shake. So did everybody else until you got into the pilot’s
seat, started the motors…I wasn’t brave, like they say,” said Henning.
In his room, he keeps a green book; the first page is a picture of 9 boys he played hockey and
ball with before the war. He can still recall each of their names. None of the 9 came home.
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BLENHEIM G-BPIV
Peter Jenner

Our John Clifton (WAG • 88) is a Founder Member of the Blenheim Society who has watched
Blenheim MkI L6739 G-BPIV brought back to life at RAF Duxford. He recalls some Blenheim
memories from the time before 140 PRU:
Last year a friend of mine rang me up to say he had been to Duxford and
saw that they were restoring a Blenheim to flying condition and thought I
might be interested so later on that summer we went to Duxford to have
a look. We found the Blenheim in the restoration hanger but no one was
working on it and were told that they were on their lunch break, so we
returned a bit later and I was asked if I was the person who had flown in
these aircraft during the war. On saying I had trained at Bicester 13 OTU
on Blenheims they could not have been more helpful and I was allowed
to climb in to see what it was like after these years. As a result I am now a founder member of
the Blenheim Society and I feel it should be of great interest to our Medium Bomber Association
members who will want to know when it is ready for its first public flight later this year. [see
‘The Bristol Blenheim Flies!’ following this article]
Looking in my log book I see that my first flight in a Blenheim was on 13th May 1943, a gunnery
practice over the Bristol Channel taking 2 hours and 5 minutes. Early in our training we landed
and the brakes failed and we went across the boundary and into the field , no harm to ourselves
but the aircraft was in a bit of trouble. I think Sid our pilot was in a bit of trouble until it was
proved that the brakes really failed. Later we took off with a full bomb load and I was sitting by
the pilot when he realized he had not closed the engine cooling flaps which were manually
closed by turning a handle. It was up to me to close them ASAP and fortunately we just made it.
Finally on our last flight with small practice bombs our navigator Taffy missed the target derelict
farm buildings and dropped them on a real one. On our return we were marched into the COs
office to be told the farmer was after our blood so the CO, rather smartly we thought, said, “As
you have now finished the course, get your kit packed as quickly as you can and go on leave
while it is decided what your next posting will be and I can tell the farmer that you are no longer
on the station and not under my jurisdiction anymore.” Our next posting was to 140 PRU
Squadron where they flew high level Spitfires and Venturas.

THE BRISTOL BLENHEIM FLIES!
From Global Resources via Warbird News

As reported on Thursday, November 20th by Global Aviation Resource, the world finally has an
airworthy Bristol Blenheim again. Under the golden light of the setting sun, the Aircraft
Restoration Company’s (ARCo) owner and chief pilot John Romain took Blenheim MkI L6739
up on a short first flight from his base at the former RAF Duxford near Cambridge, England. The
sweet thrum of the Blenheim’s two Bristol Mercury engines echoed off the hangar walls as
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Romain lifted her into the sky; a rich reward following more than a decade of labour in bringing
the rare bomber back to flying condition again.
This particular Blenheim is actually a hybrid
airframe, incorporating the bulk of a Canadianbuilt Blenheim MkIV, more correctly referred to
as a Bolingbroke, and the restored cockpit
section from a British-built Blenheim MkI.
ARCo has long been associated with the
Blenheim/Bolingbroke, having restored two
previous examples to flying condition over the
past few decades, both based on Canadian
Bolingbrokes. Sadly the first one, RCAF 10038,
was lost in a bad accident during a touch-and-go
landing at Denham just a month after its first John Romain starts the Blenheim’s Bristol Mercurys in the
produced by every radial engine.
flight in May, 1987. Miraculously, none of the typical cloud of smoke
George Land photo via Global Aviation Resource
crew was seriously hurt. Undeterred by such a
major setback, ARCo restored and flew a second example, RCAF 10021, just five years
later. Following ten years of successful operations, this aircraft suffered a serious landing
accident at Duxford in 2003. The crew again escaped without serious injury, but the
airframe wasn’t so lucky. While it appeared on the surface to be relatively undamaged, there
were a lot of significant structural issues to rectify if she were ever to fly again.
During the time that RCAF 10021 was flying, ARCo had started work on restoring the cockpit
section of an extinct Blenheim MkI. The forward fuselage from L6739, a Battle of Britain night
fighter veteran, had escaped the scrappers torch
only because of a wartime Bristol
employee named Ralph Nelson. He had saved
the component with an eye on using it to form
the coachwork for an automobile he was
building in his garage. The peculiar-looking car
did indeed drive on the roads in postwar Britain
for a time. ARCo had thought that they could
restore the MkI cockpit section up to the
natural production break, and perhaps swap it
out for the MkIV cockpit at some point in
John Romain taxiing L6739 out for takeoff.
10021′s future to offer a different look to the
George Land photo via Global Aviation Resource
aircraft. However, fate intervened, and with the
accident, ARCo decided to rebuild the wreck of 10021 using the by-now nearly complete MkI
cockpit section from the start.
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With Thursday’s first flight, not only is there
finally a Blenheim flying again, but we now
have a representative, structurally complete
Blenheim MkI for the first time since the
1940s as well. Other than a couple of cockpit
sections preserved in Finland and
the tattered remains of a 211 Squadron
Blenheim MkI L1434 in Greece, there are no
known significant parts from Blenheim MkIs
surviving in preservation anywhere. In
truth there is only one complete British-built Bristol employee Ralph Nelson’s ‘peculiar-looking’ car, on an
Austin 7 chassis, stored with remains of Blenheim L6739.
Blenheim MkIV known to survive either, and
this is also in Finland. There are also the substantially complete remains of a 203 Squadron
Blenheim MkIVF L9044 were raised off the coast of Crete about twenty years ago, and now
reside in the Hellenic Air Force Museum in Greece. Other than that though, the rest of the
world’s surviving ‘Blenheims’ are actually Bolingbrokes. Many congratulations are due to
ARCo and all of their tireless supporters in getting L6739 flying. Long may she continue to do so
and carry the flag for the thousands of airmen who served, and often died, in this underappreciated aircraft; vital to Britain’s early war effort against Axis forces.

George Land photo via Global Aviation Resource

•••
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MITCHELLS & MANUEL • WARBIRDS & A VETERAN
John Chalmers • Canadian Aviation Historical Society

The closure of City Centre Airport at Edmonton, Alberta, first known as Blatchford Field, has
not stopped vintage aircraft, warbirds and special interest airplanes from flying over Alberta’s
capital city.
The airport was licensed in 1926 as the first federally licensed air harbour in Canada, and opened
in January 1927. City council, in July 2009, voted to close the airport 30 Nov 2013, thus ending
visits from warbirds, military jets and helicopters which had all proven popular with the public at
events staged by the Alberta Aviation Museum adjacent to the airport’s runways.
Despite closure of the airport, the Edmonton area was visited by a vintage twin-engine bomber
from June 30 to July 3, 2014.
Under the auspices of the
Alberta Aviation Museum,
Villeneuve
airport,
25
kilometers northwest of the
city, hosted the B-25 Mitchell
“Maid in the Shade” from the
Commemorative Air Force
based in Mesa, Arizona. Its
‘Maid in the Shade’ arriving at Villeneuve Airport. John Chalmers photo
schedule of flights was full
with passengers taking rides in that aircraft, a WWII veteran that flew 15 missions in 1944.
In a busy summer tour, the “Maid” visited Medicine Hat, then Edmonton, followed by stops at
Red Deer Industrial Airport at Penhold, site of the RAF No. 36 Service Flying Training School
of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Airdrie, just north of Calgary, was next,
followed by four locations in British Columbia before the “Maid” returned to the United States.
I have always had a soft spot in my heart for the twin-engined medium bomber. I spent two years
with full-time summer work while in high school as an aero engine mechanic trainee working on
Mitchells with RCAF 418 Squadron, flying B-25s after the war. After high school when I went
through the officer training program at the University of Alberta Squadron; I still regard the
Mitchell as one of the most perfect-looking warbirds…I had to see the “Maid in the Shade”
during its visit!
On static display at the Alberta Aviation Museum is another B-25 Mitchell bomber; the restored
“Daisy Mae” representing the type flown by City of Edmonton RCAF 418 Auxiliary Squadron
after the Second World War. During the war, the Squadron flew Mosquitos in combat and
intruder flights. On Mosquitos during the war, and post-war on Mitchells, the Squadron’s nose
art was characters from Al Capp’s L’il Abner comic strip.
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The Museum’s restored Mitchell bears the likeness of Daisy Mae, the girl friend and later wife of
L’il Abner himself. On the port side is the Grey Cup, commemorating three consecutive wins of
the Canadian Football League championship by the Edmonton Eskimos football team in 195456. For more information about the restoration of the Mitchell, see the cover article by Fred
Guest in the February 2012 issue of Dispersals.
In previous Alberta Aviation Museum ‘Airfest’ events, visits by special interest aircraft have
been great crowd pleasers. They have included the Lancaster from the Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum, the “Sentimental Journey” B-17 from the Commemorative Air Force in
Arizona, and a restored P-51 Mustang. Stopping over from England on the way to its new home
in the United States, was “Grumpy,” another B-25. For more history on that Mitchell, see the
November 2009 issue of Dispersals.

Alberta Aviation Museum’s ‘Daisy Mae’ (left) & Vintage Flying Museum’s ‘Pacific Prowler’. John Chalmers photo

In 2009, the Alberta Aviation Museum was visited by the beautiful “Pacific Prowler,” from
Texas, another Mitchell that drew good crowds. Even though I had worked on B-25s as an
‘Acey-Ducey’ [AC2] while in high school, gassing them up on the flight line and changing spark
plugs under the supervision of a knowledgeable corporal, I had never flown in one. On the
Prowler’s visit to Edmonton I was one of half a dozen volunteers at the Museum who were able
to enjoy a great 45-minute flight on a beautiful summer day.
It was great to see the venerable “Maid in the Shade” Mitchell at Villeneuve
airport in July 2014, but the highlight of my visit was meeting a veteran of
WWII at the airport, former airman Manuel Sharko. He enlisted with the Royal
Canadian Air Force at age 19 and completed 36 operational flights as a midupper gunner on Halifax bombers with 432 RCAF Squadron.

Manuel Sharko 2014
John Chalmers photo

Manuel Sharko was born in a log house on the family farm near Nisku, Alberta,
just south of Edmonton, on February 21, 1925, and lived there until he enlisted
in the RCAF in 1944. After qualifying as an Air Gunner at No. 3 Bombing and
Gunnery School at MacDonald, Manitoba, he was shipped overseas and based
with his squadron in England at East Moor, Yorkshire.

Despite terrifying odds, Sergeant Sharko and his crew survived the war. He says his scariest and
longest flight was a bombing operaton to Stuttgart, Germany, when his Halifax bomber was shot
14

up and losing fuel, but was able to land safely at an
American base in England where the aircraft was
repaired, then flown back to East Moor.
Manuel tells of the time when their aircraft was
“coned;” searchlights on the ground converged on the
aircraft, making it easier for anti-aircraft guns to target
it. Pilot Campbell put the Halifax into a steep dive, with
an evasive corkscrew manoeuvre that would make the
entire aircraft shudder. Manuel’s son, Wayne, says
“Dad always said it was completely dark when they
were flying, but when the searchlights found them, the
whole plane lit up inside.”

Manuel Sharko with his guns atop a 432 Squadron
RCAF Halifax.
Manuel Sharko photo

In a September 1944 operation near
Dortmund, Manuel’s aircraft suffered minor
flak damage to the cockpit; a piece of flak
struck pilot Campbell’s respirator face
mask, which probably saved his life. Born
in Scotland, Bob Campbell moved to
Manitoba with his parents when he was
young. Following the war, he stayed in the
RCAF until 1968, leaving as a Flight
Lieutenant; he fathered six children.
Following his death in 1985, his family Air & ground crew relax at East Moor, Yorkshire: (l-R) Manuel’s
Pilot Bob Campbell DFC, 2 groundcrew from Québec, Bomb
placed his uniform on long-term loan to the aimer Bob Fenton (back to camera), Wireless Op ‘Feet’ Telford,
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Rear Gunner Brian Rice, another groundcrew Québecer.
Manuel Sharko photo
located at the John C. Munro Hamilton
International Airport near Hamilton, Ontario. It can be seen there today.
Although Edmonton’s historic City Centre Airport is now closed, there is reason for optimism
about developments concerning the Alberta Aviation Museum. It is housed in the large 1941
hangar that was built during the Second World War for the BCATP. Protected as a designated
historic resource, the building will continue to house the Museum, and City of Edmonton funds
will be used to upgrade the heating, ventilation and electrical systems. The Museum hopes to
build a second facility at Villeneuve to house airworthy aircraft.
Thus the future of the museum to preserve aviation history seems assured. The contributions of
warbirds that flew, and the airmen like Manuel Sharko who flew in them, will be remembered.
Author note: John Chalmers is a former member of the board of the Alberta Aviation Museum and serves as
Historian for Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame and as membership Secretary for the Canadian Aviation Historical
Society. johnchalmers@shaw.ca. Thanks go to Manuel Sharko, his son, Wayne, and to Pat Coukell, niece of Robert
Campbell for their help in providing photos and information.
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REMEMBERING BOSTON CRASH FATALITIES
Peter Jenner
th

January 6 1944: 107 Squadron Boston IIIa BZ387, after a raid on a NOBALL target at Ecellessur-Buchy during which it lost an engine, was attempting to make Hartford-Bridge when it
crashed between the kitchen garden of Eagle House School and ‘Ivy Bank’ bungalow in
Longdown Road, Little Sandhurst.
On January 4th 2014, at the Eagle House School chapel, a Memorial Service was held that paid
great respect to the crew and all those who had served with them. The final part of the Service
took place on the hockey pitch; January rain and multi coloured umbrellas added atmosphere to
the sound of silence and the Last Post following the laying of a wreath, where the kitchen garden
used to be, in memory of 1st Lt Arthur G. Truxler (P) USAAF, 23; Donald Skipp (N) RAF, 22;
Albert Naisbit (Wop/AG) RAF, 22 and Brian McConnell (AG) RAAF, 22, who crewed BZ387;
plus A/C1 Sid Rance RAF who was nearby while on leave and died attempting a rescue.
A plaque in memory of the 06 Jan 44 crash of
107 Squadron Boston BZ387 ‘OM-L’ in the
grounds of Eagle House School was unveiled
September 11th 2014 by the Mayor of
Sandhurst. It hangs in the Sandhurst
Community Hall where it can be seen
publically.
The actual scene is within the school grounds,
the spot having been honoured on the
anniversary in January, 2014. The spot is often
honoured, albeit without conscious realization,
by the soon to be 22 year olds at playtimes and
even more honourably so by the U13 Eagle House Girls Hockey team, coached by GB
International Mark Pearn, who won the UK Hockey Championship (for their age) final last year.
They practice on the crash site where ‘L’ and her crew, and the
brave Sid Rance who attempted to rescue them, ended their
careers.
While you are searching your memory or your father’s Log Book,
any knowledge relevant to the Sandhurst crashed Boston might
help to solve some of the questions about the background of the
crew or operations at that time. Locally there is speculation about
what caused the BZ387 crash. Verbal accounts from people now
dead have been passed down but, put together, do not make a
coherent pattern of events, in fact in some cases they are contradictory. One, from a person
related to someone in the control tower, says that there was pandemonium at the airfield and they
16

were told to go ‘round again whilst another verbal comment from a groundcrew member of
another Squadron told me that the airfield and circuit were cleared to give them priority landing.
It is not known, as far as I can discover, when the engine packed up; or why they did not land at
Friston or Manston. Eye witness accounts as understood by current recipients say:




The engine spluttered over Little Sandhurst and the plane crashed.
Only one engine was working, the plane turned and nosedived in (Civilian definitions of
nosedive are broad).
The plane came low over the trees and crash landed in the field. (Original report from one
who was then a schoolboy).

The general consensus was a downward crash, slightly enhanced in a negative way by there
being no mention of a crash path in the garden; opposed to that, schoolboys could be very
knowledgeable about aircraft behaviour. The ‘pinch of salt’ necessary when dealing with distant
personal recollections handed down is illustrated by one account I was given of a man standing
in the side door ready to jump just before the Boston crashed. You will appreciate that Bostons
do not have a side door and that no aircrew member would jump without the height for his ‘chute
to open.
What is certain is that on crashing the Boston became a bonfire with a bomb, presumably hung
up, on board. The crew were within the burning aircraft; Aircraftsman Sid Rance attempted to
rescue them and was set alight himself and died in hospital shortly
afterward; he was mentioned in Despatches, I assume by his own
Squadron. The burning airman was, by some means, outside the blaze
and the local coalman tried to put him out when the bomb exploded.
John Clifton, of 88 Squadron, pointed out to me that the air crew posts in
a Boston are compartmentalised and that communication between them
is elementary. In consequence the Wireless Operator has an emergency
control column with which, and with a limited sideways view, he can
crudely control the aircraft if the pilot is incapacitated. The use of this
was frequently practiced, normally in fairly level flight. There were no
hydraulic controls so any emergency landing would be on the belly.
Boston Wireless Operator’s
My guess, and it is a guess, is that Lt. Truxler was incapacitated and the
station
WOp, P/O Naisbit, with his ‘emergency’ control stick, was attempting to
Steve Milnthorpe’s restoration
reach the airfield by following his memory of the normal approach
circuit but being unaware of the danger of turning with a dead engine. Alternatively, Lt Truxler
could not retain sufficient height to reach the airfield and made an emergency forced landing in a
well chosen open field/garden space. Knowledge of the actions taken at the airfield would be
very relevant to understanding what happened; if you can add to the information known thus far,
please let us know.

•••
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VI MILSTEAD WARREN • ATA PILOT
From an obituary by Danielle Adams (The Globe & Mail)
Photos from Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame 2010 induction by John Chalmers

In the spring of 1944, when the Allied forces were preparing for the invasion of Normandy, the
job of transporting aircraft to strategic spots along the south coast of England fell to members of
a little-known civilian group called the Air Transport Auxiliary.
Many of the planes, which would provide vital air support on DDay, were flown by women such as Violet Milstead Warren, then
a 24-year-old Canadian with unshakeable confidence at the
controls.

1941 Air Transport Auxiliary I.D.
photo of Vi Milstead Warren.

She was a petite woman, at just over five feet tall, and male pilots
would mock-faint when they saw her climb out of the cockpit
while delivering planes. None of the Allied air forces had female
pilots at the time.

“For women to fly military aircraft was extremely revolutionary,”
Joyce Spring, an expert on female aviators, said in the CBC
Television documentary Women of WWII: Spitfires in the rhododendrons. The women who flew
with the Air Transport Auxiliary blazed a trail, doing what no women had done before, Ms.
Spring said.
Maidenhead Heritage Centre

Getting the planes from British factories to the squadrons often meant navigating through
unfamiliar terrain or bad weather while watching for barrage balloons or enemy aircraft
incursions. After landing each Spitfire during the D-Day buildup, Ms. Warren recalled in the
documentary, she had to conceal the aircraft, sometimes in an orchard, among a grove of trees, or
under some rhododendrons, until it was needed.
A huge responsibility rested on her slender
shoulders and she carried it with aplomb,
eventually earning a slew of honours, including
the Amelia Earhart medal, the Rusty Blakey
Award and induction into the Canadian
Aviation Hall of Fame. She was named to the
Order of Canada in 2004.
To celebrate her 85th birthday, her friend and
biographer Marilyn Dickson took her out for a
plane ride. The octogenarian confidently took
control and did most of the flying. Ms. Warren
was 94 when she died on June 27 at her home in
Colborne, Ont.
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Vi Milstead Warren (centre) and fellow pilots on her 24
birthday; photographed in London. Vi Milstead Warren photo

th

Her passion for flying had begun seven decades earlier when a novice pilot buzzed the field one
day while she was in the stands watching a high-school football game in Toronto. The sight of
that plane gave her a rush that she never forgot. She decided then that she would fly. Her
meticulous logbooks chronicle a life in flight that saw her progress from studying aviation as a
teenager to ferrying fighter planes during the war to navigating through the bush of Northern
Ontario (the first woman to do so, by most accounts) to teaching journalist June Callwood and
scores of others how to pilot an aircraft.
She taught flying for a time, but as the war heated up, gas rationing put an end to civilian flight
in November, 1942, so when Ms. Warren heard of the Air Transport Auxiliary, she and her
friend and fellow pilot Marion Orr signed up
and sailed to England in the spring of 1943.
Only two other Canadian women were admitted
to the elite organization. The ATA’s contingent
of pilots – totalling 166 women and 1,152 men –
consisted of those who were ineligible for
military service because they were disabled, too
old or female.
Required to fly a variety of different aircraft, the
pilots often had to consult a manual before
takeoff to figure out how to use the cockpit
Marion Orr (left) and Vi Milstead Warren during training
controls, which could vary widely from one for ATA at St-Hubert, Quebec. The two young women
model to the next. During her service with the pilots would become lifelong friends. Vi Milstead Warren photo
ATA, Ms. Warren logged 600 hours flying 47
types of planes, themselves divided into 74 different marks.
She was discharged in the fall of 1945 and returned to Canada, finding a job as a flight instructor
with Leavens Brothers Air Services at Toronto’s Barker Field, where she had learned to fly. she
met Arnold Warren, a fellow pilot and co-worker, and the two set off on a life together.
After a couple of years at Barker’s Field, they left to take jobs in Sudbury with Nickel Belt
Airways. When Nickel Belt Airways fell on hard times, the couple were forced to find work
elsewhere, first at a flying club in Windsor, then in Indonesia, where Mr. Warren was an aviation
instructor. The couple returned to Canada after his two-year contract was finished. They found
various jobs, including a stint at Orenda Engines, at the Avro Arrow plant, until the aircraft
program was cancelled. They retired in 1973, settling first in the Magdalen Islands and later in
Colborne, Ont. Arnold died in June of 2000.
“I felt alive in a way I had never before imagined,” she told Shirley Render, author of No Place
For a Lady: The Story of Canadian Women Pilots 1928-1992. “Flying, as a vocation, is in a class
by itself. It is the very greatest. It affords satisfactions – intangible ones – available in no other
line of work and, after the hangar doors are closed, fellowships of the finest and most enduring
kind.”
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